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Abstract: Internet has become the main source of news in the world. There are thousands of website which constantly publish 
and update the news stories around the world. Not every news items is relevant for everyone but some news items are very critical 
for some people or businesses.   The event detection system is a big data based natural language processing system. The natural 
language processing system brings the intelligence to detect the events in the random headline sentences from the news items. 
The time series and Pyspark NLP, Naïve Bayes algorithm  has been used. 
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I. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
The dataset has been taken from the Inshorts website where there is an instance of  two lakh news events dating from 2012 to 2019 
having a 41 categories which include education, politics, sports, entertainment and other categories.The dataset has been released 
which  contains the authors, category, date, headline, link, short_description. 

A. Attribute Information 
1) Authors: The person who published the article 
2) Category: The domain or the field  which the news is based on or described. 
3) Date: The date when it was published. 
4) Headline: The headline of the news or the article. 
5) Link: The website link(url) for the particular news. 
6) Short_description: The shorts of the news which gives brief  information about the news. 

 
II. EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

The exploratory analysis is done for the dataset. The data types of each column, luckily there are no missing values. The total 
number of counts  under  each category, having maximum, minimum count. Authors who published more articles .TThe number of 
ner=ws per day. Dicky fuller test has been  used and the value of p is 0.984733 

 
 Now the ARIMA model has been constructed which gives the probability, minimum, maximum, percentiles, quartiles which is 
based on the date.  
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The linear graph has been built to show the comparison of the predicted with the original and to evaluate whether the procedure is 
correct or not. The black denotes the test and  red denotes the  predicted output.The two lines are similar. 

 

III. CATEGORY DETECTION MODEL 
The model has been built using Pyspark  natural language processing to detect the category.  The headline of the event has been 
converted to only string in which the words which are of less importance are omitted, and strings are converted to words,and they 
are encoded to some integer value. The filtered word has been used for the identification of the event, by assigning the category 
index. The Naïve Bayes model has been built for the event detection.  

 
A. Word Search (KEY) 
The word helps to find the headline containing the word like the word ‘Football’. It lists out all the headlines. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The Naïve Bayes model has given an accuracy of 0.527288 and the test error is 0.472712.The accuracy is low since we need more 
data to be processed. Since  the data is inadequate the accuracy of the model is low. The future implementation of this project is that 
all the scanned copies of old news headlines, converting them to string file and predicting the event and implementing for some 
more websites other than Inshorts website. 
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